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This invention relates to extensible and re 
. tractable radio aerials, and particularly to motor 
. driven telescopic aerials adapted for vehicular 
> installation. ' 

An important object of the invention is to pro 
vide an improved extensible aerial vertically mov 
able by electric motor driving means controllable 
from a remote point, Aerials constructed in ac 

' cordance with my invention are adapted to be 
installed in the body of a motorcar in such man 
ner as to be largely concealed within the body, 
means being provided convenient to the driver's 
seat for extending and retracting the aerial with 
respect to the body. 
Another object is to provide such an antenna 

construction constituting an improvement upon 
the disclosure of my Patent No. 2,346,728, both 
in electrical characteristics and in mechanical 
performance, and which is less expensive to con 
struct. 
Another important object of the invention is 

to provide improved driving means for a verti 
‘ cally actuatable aerial of the telescopic type 
wherein all of a plurality of telescopic sections 

' may be etxended and retracted by power driv 
‘ ing means controllable from a remote point, the 
driving means being of novel and improved char 

' acter, capable of exerting relatively high driving 
e?’ort upon the aerial sections but so arranged 

‘ that the aerial sections are also directly actuat 
’ able by hand without injuring or disturbing the 
normal operation of any part. 

Still another object is to provide an improved 
antenna construction of the indicated character 
including a tubular housing adapted to be mount 

‘ ed in \a concealed position within the body of a 
motor vehicle and having power driving means 
included in a casing section forming a down 
ward extension of the tubular housing and carry 
inz-gr driving motor means also assembled there 
with as a unit, the entire unit being supportable 
from opposite ends as a rigid assembly, an an 
tenna being slidably extensible from the top 01’ 
the unit, and a ?exible actuating Wire connected 

l to the antenna and drivable by the motor being 
extensible from the lower end of the unit. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent upon consideration of the 
present disclosure in its entirety. 
In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a somewhat diagrammatic side ele 

vational view of the front portion of a motor 
vp'hin'le nmvided with an extensible aerial con 
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Figure 2 is a composite view, partly in eleva 
tion but principally comprising a section taken 
substantially on the line 2-2 of Figure 1, with 
parts broken away and looking in the direction 
of the arrows; ' 
Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view on a some 

what larger scale, taken substantially on the line 
3-—3 of Figure 2 and looking in the direction of 
the arrows; ’ 

Figure 4 is a sectional view on a still larger 
scale taken substantially on the line 4-4 of Fig 
ure 3 and looking in the direction of the arrows; 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary longitudinal sec 
tional view also upon an enlarged scale taken sub 
stantially on the line 5—5 of Figure 2 and look 
ing in the direction of the arrows; and ' 
Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view taken sub 

stantially on the line 6-6 of Figure 5 and'look 
ing in the direction of the arrows. 
Referring now to the drawing, reference char 

acter l0 designates generally a closed motor vehi 
cle body having a front fender portion l2, which 
may conveniently be made to serve as a support 
and enclosure for my improved antenna con 
struction. The antenna proper consists of a plu 
rality of rigid tubular or telescopically inter?tted 
and slidable sections l4, l5 and I6 which are 
largely concealed within the fender When the an 
tenna is retracted. The outer antenna tube 16 is 
supported by and slidably movable into and from 
a ?xed supporting and contact tube l1, while the 
middle section [5 and inner section [4 are inlturn 
slidably ?tted in outer section [6. All of such 
parts are carried by a housing tube l8 of substan 
tially larger diameter and which may be formed 
of aluminum tubing. - , 

At its upper end, the housing tube I8 is con 
nected as by screw means 20 to a tubular me 
tallic neckpiece 22 ?tted in the upper end of the 
tube i8 and projecting a relatively short distance 
thereinto. An upper portion of the neckpiece 
is of reduced diameter and is adapted to project 
upwardly through an opening as 25 in the fender 
12 or other supporting body portion, a portion 
of the upper end of the neckpiece portion 24 'be 
ing externally threaded as indicated at 26 to re 
ceive a domed cap nut 28 which has a central 
opening 30 therein, substantially larger than 
the outer antenna section IS. The ?xed contact 
supporting tube l1 surrounds'and slidablysup 
ports the outer antenna section 16 and a spring 
wire contact brush l9 provides continuous v'elec» 
trical connection between the antenna sections 
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. ably-jengageablewith ‘the noncircular portiomof 
the external guide tube section to preventun 

I wanted rotation of' said actuatingmmemben under 
the-torque is exerted. thereon , byv the . driver. with 

out {pi-eventing, sliding vtravel thereof... 
'7 ».' a Aremotelyw controllablepower; operated tele 

scopic antennae‘ assembly, comprisingv a ._ tubular 
housing; a I plurality, of telescopically slidablean 
tenna sections mounted in: said housing..in:sub 
stantially axial- positionand projectable. from. 
and retractable into. the. housing- through ._ one 
end 0f.~ the latter,; means ‘ limiting, independent 
travel. of said sectionsqwith. respect. to, one an 
other; ‘av-?exible actuating ‘element connected . to 
one of said sections. and. extensiblethroughthey. 
other; thereof, .said. actuating element. extending 
slidably‘ throughv and. from theaopposite- end. of 
the. housing, means .ior actuating said} sections 
including» adriver engageable withand rotatable 
concentrically aboutjthe-axis of. said, actuatingzo 2,346,728‘ 

.10.. 

element, .means .i’or guiding. said actuating ele 
ment comprising a guide‘, tube secured‘fwithre 
spect .to. said. opposite end'io‘fi‘the ‘housing; the 
actuating. element being, slidalole~ in. the .guide 
tube, and keying - means carried‘ partly by_ said 
actuating elementia'nd partly‘ by said guide‘ tube 
for...preventingrotation of :the. actuating "element 
aboutiits axis... . _ ' , 
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